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PREVIOUS HEAT PUMP INSTALLATIONS

INSTALLER Q & A

Why do you install heat pumps rather than just doing conventional boilers and what prompted you to start 
doing so?

“I always like to keep up with the times. Renewable technology is becoming more and more popular, with 
the governments drive to help climate change and people looking at reducing bills and their emissions. I 
wanted to understand heat pumps and add another string to my bow so to speak. It is another avenue of 
work that is growing rapidly.”

Why do you order your Heat Pumps through Alto Energy using their MCS umbrella scheme - what are the 
things that you get from Alto Energy that is most important and valuable to you? 

“Alto Energy and my point of contact Tris are there to take the stress and unknown out of heat pump 
installations. I am someone who always likes to do a job correctly and takes pride in their work. Alto Energy do 
this by offering a full design, technical, heat loss calculation and commissioning service. It makes it easy when 
installing heat pumps and you know everything is being taken care to register the system correctly under MCS.”

Would you recommend Alto Energy to other installers and why?

“I would definitely recommend Alto Energy, to anyone looking at branching out into heat pumps. Friendly polite 
guys from sales to commissioning engineers. Removes all the stress and aggravation from what might seem 
like a daunting prospect.”

“Tris needs a medal for putting up with me!!”
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“I would definitely recommend Alto Energy, to anyone looking at branching 
out into heat pumps. Removes all the stress and aggravation from what 
might seem like a daunting prospect.” 


